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Dr. Robert Garson.
Yes the domestic opposition was extraordinarily serious,
not only because of the facfthat more a.iJcf more people
were disenchanted with the war, engaging in massive
demonstrations, but there was something even more
profound than that.

Many ofpeople that had dissented against the war believe
that the war was not simply misguided, but it was the
product ofsomething that was profoundly rotten within
American society. Many dissenters not only believed that
the foreign policy establishment had let them down, but

--that major institutiens-of-American life-had also let-them
down. And so one fmds in the late 60's and the early 70's
that many dissenters - many of them by
the way the sons and the daughters of the policy makers
themselves - not only demonstrated against the war, but
demonstrated against their universities, against social
institutions such as marriage; there was open flouting of
drugs and sexuality, there was a rejection of some of the
major financial institutions of American life they found it
very hard to recruit YOung people to office, and I think
that Nixon and many ofhis advisors recognised that
unless that could be diffused there would be the 'fault line'
in the American polity would actually get deeper and
deeper. So one of the reasons that this re-evaluation took
place was that it was not simply that the war had
somehow reached an end, but that if things continue in
the way they were, that there would be sort ofwidespread
disillusionment with so many other areas of life. And I
think there was also a foreign policy element and that is
that by the early 70's both Nixon and Kissenger believed
that power could be managed, and it was best managed if
it was ,taken out of the political process again. Thus what
one had to do was to accede to political pressure to
withdraw, and once that withdrawaI had taken place, then
other aspects ofthe containment of Communism could be
done at a bureaucratic level, and less through public
rhetoric and through the political system.

Dr. Christopher Coker.
What's ironical of course about this is that Richard Nixon
talked frequently ofthe 'silent majority', and all majorities
are on the whole silent they don't go on to the streets they
don't demonstrate particularly where the government
happens to be representing policies with which they may
reluctantly or not concur.
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Dr. Christopher Coker cont. 
But Nixon was of course not a man who took that very 
seriously, everything was done secretively, the secret 
bombing of Cambodia led to massive resignations from 
within his own administration. The subversive tactics 
against neighbouring countries- not just Cambodia but in 
Laos as well; the extents to which the public was not told 
up front by their politicians what the war was about, and 
here we go back to a factor that starts the whole thing the 
Barry Goldwater Campaign back in 1964 where you have 
a person who might have been elected President of the 
United States saying that if he were elected he would use 
the majority of public sentiment and he would bomb 
Hanoi he would win the war he would use nuclear 
weapons if necessary. 

All those people who were talking about bombing Hanoi 
to the score or North Vietnam into the Stone Age, the 
politicians did not want to mobilise public opinion, they 
did not want a Barry Goldwater in the White House and 
that was as true of Richard Nixon as it was of 
Linden Johnson. An American academic wrote a famous 
book called The System Worked, because under seven 
successive presidents, public opinion 
was never mobilised in this war, there was this fear that 
McCarthiasm would be back, a fear that people would 
demand stronger action, a fear that the politicians would 
lose control, and don't forget at the end of the day 
Vietnam was just a chess piece that fitted into the much 
bigger picture of the Cold War, and it was absolutely vital 
that Vietnam should not destroy the necessary 
relationships and links both with Soviet Union and 
of course after 1972 with China. Vietnam was always 
expendable in the American establishments mind, but the 
people didn't know that, they began suspecting by the 
early 1970's that the politicians were not serious about 
winning, but then they didn't know what the politicians 
meant by winning and the politicians themselves were 
never quite clear what it would mean to win on the 
ground Henry Kissenger notoriously saying when he was 
in office, even if we succeed militarily on the ground we 
have not necessarily succeeded politically. 
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Dr Christopher Coker cont. 
Well if that's the war you're fighting you have to be up 
front with your own public to explain to them that it's that 
kind of conflict with messy outcomes and messy 
compromises and certainly no unconditional surrenders, 
the Vietnam war was not the most unpopular war in 
American history, the most unpopular war was the war of 
1812 which almost split the United States in half, the 
second was the War of Mexico in 1846, this was the third 
most unpopular war and one mustn't lose 
make the world into a better place, and no American 
politician was prepared to make Vietnam into a moral 
crusade because of the Goldwater effect. 

Dr. Robert Garson. 
We have to also remember that Kissenger and Nixon 
believed that they could do a deal with the 
Soviet Union and with China, but they could only do a 
deal if they informed the American public that the 
Communist were no longer the bad guys, 
you can't do a deal with the bad guys. So if the 
Communists were no longer the bad guys you 
have to reassess Vietnam as well. That's one of the 
reasons that America finally withdraws from Vietnam, 
without such a withdrawal there could 
not have been Detente with the Soviet Union and China, 
cos intellectually the ground work had not been laid. 

Tony McGrew. 
Do the Americans lose the war then. 

Dr. Christopher Coker. 
It depends on your time frame. I would say the United 
States won the Vietnam War and it won 
the Vietnam War for a number of reasons first of all it 
didn't get into any more entangling messes of this kind, 
and the very moment that the Soviet 
Union was getting involved in entangling campaigns in 
Afghanistan and of course supporting Cuban operations 
in Southern Africa, etc. etc., the very moment that the 
Soviet Union began to over extend itself in the world, the 
United States drew back and decided Vietnam is the last 
campaign of this kind so that was a victory, because it 
simply kept the Americans out of trouble for the next 15 
years. 
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Dr Christopher Coker 
Yes they were involved in military operation in little 
places like Grenada in 1983 in the Caribbean and in 
Panama in 1989, but a small Caribbean island is much 
more preferable to an enormous chunk of territory in 
south east Asia, and I think the Americans also learnt a lot 
about war. The principles that had been introduced by 
McNamara with such disastrous results in the 60's into 
American military thinking, the idea that the 60's was the 
era of systems analysis, the everything had to be 
professional and run on business lines, the idea of treating 
the military like a corporation, to the point where in the 
course of the Vietnam War you were giving American 
military units score points for the number of body counts 
for the number of enemies or people they were able to say 
they'd got either in the field or on bombing missions, that 
philosophy was discredited in Vietnam, and in the 1970's 
the US military began going back to the drawing board 
and rediscovering the necessity for tactical flexibility or 
whatever, with the result that in the 80's and 90's it was in 
much better shape than it had been in the 50's and 60's. 

Tony McGrew. 
Peace with honour as President Nixon referred to the 
settlement implied an American victory, but at the signing 
of the peace agreement the report suggested otherwise. 

Radio Newsreel Archive 
Signing of the Vietnamese 
peace agreement 
Dur: 41" 
CD No: 35125 

REPORTER IAN MITCHEL 
The ceremony is being held in a very room at the 
International Conference Centre on the Avenue Playbere, 
where the Paris peace talks on Vietnam have been going 
for more than four years. The American Secretary of 
State Mr. William Rogers, the North Vietnamese Foreign 
Minister Dwen Du Trin, Madame Bin the Vietcong, and 
Mr. Tran Van Lam, the South Vietnamese Foreign 
Minister, have actually been doing the signing. Outside 
it's a cold damp morning. As the delegates arrive they 
were greeted by a demonstration of between 500 600 
people, many of them waving red flags, the flag of North 
Vietnam, waving the Vietcong banner. 




